FEROCIOUS Releases Trailer and Movie Poster
Director Robert Cuffley released the trailer for FEROCIOUS today, a nail-biting thriller
about a popular television actress, Leigh Parrish (Amanda Crew) who tries to secretly
retrieve a sexually incriminating videotape from a seedy nightclub.
September 6, 2012 (Calgary) -- Director Robert Cuffley released the trailer for FEROCIOUS today, a
nail-biting thriller about a popular television actress, Leigh Parrish (Amanda Crew) who tries to
secretly retrieve a sexually incriminating videotape from a seedy nightclub.
The film premiered at World Film Festival in Montreal last week and 'had people cringing and
jumping at shadows,' observed Robert Cuffley. 'It was great. Seeing it with audience is, in a sense,
seeing it for the first time. So I consider this the first time I've 'seen' the movie. And it really works
nicely.
Acting is top notch.' Fantasia Film Festival's Mitch Davis emphatically comments: 'If you want to see
one hell of an eccentrically evil Kim Coates performance, not to mention a typically powerhouse turn
by Michael Eklund, be sure to check out Robert Cuffley's aptly-titled Ferocious!'
Ferocious plays again at the Calgary International Film Festival (calgaryfilm.com) Saturday
September 22 at 9:30pm at Calgary's Globe Theatre. The entire cast will be in attendance including
Amanda Crew (Jobs, Charlie St. Cloud), Kim Coates (Sons of Anarchy, Black Hawk Down), Michael
Eklund, Dustin Milligan and Katie Boland.
Ferocious is the story of the dark side of ambition, the high price of fame and the blindness caused
by desire.
Ferocious was produced by Carolyn McMaster, CHAOS a film company and Anand Ramayya,
Karma Film. A theatrical release is set for late Fall 2012.
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For more information contact Carolyn McMaster of Chaos a Film Company
(http://ferociousblog.tumblr.com)
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